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Introduction
Well-designed assessment procedures are essential to meeting the needs of language minority
students =miring English as their second language. Assessment is involved at many steps in a
continuum of services for these students: in initial identification, in the placement of students
into apprepiate instructional programs, in monitoring the progrms students make within dwse
programs, in reassigning students to different levels within a program depending on their
growth in English language skills, in moving students out of special pmgrams and into main-
stream classes, and in following the progress of these sttElents in the mainstream. This continu-
um is vholly dependent at each step on the apprepriate selection. urw, and interpretation of rela-

tively complex assessment procedures.

Background
Recently, there has been a growing interest among mainstream educators in performance

assessment due to concerns that multinle-choice tests, usually the only option available from
test publishers, fail to assess higher order skills and other skills essential for functioning in
school or work settings (Hamy & Madaus, 1989; Neill & Medina, 198(); O'Neil. 1992: Wig-
gins. 1989). Multiple-choice tests are not authentic because they do not represent activities stu-
dents typically perform in classrooms. In addition, multiple-choice tests do not reflect current
theories of learning and cognition and are not based on abilities students aRtually need for future
success (Herman. 1992). Another concern is that standardized tests cannot he used to closely
monitor student progress in the school curriculum throughout the year since they are only ad-
ministered once or twice annually. These concerns are no less valid for educators of language
minority students.

Purpose and Definitions
This publication describes performance assessment procedures and a portfolio assessment

framework for monitoring the language development of language minority students in the upper
elementary and middle grades. Perfbrmance and portfolio assessment may also he used to meet
other purposes, such as reassignment or reclassification, as determined by teachers or other
school staff. Although assessment of student progress in the content areas merits description and
critical analysis, examples of performance assessment procedures provided here are limited to
the monitoring of English and/or native language development. We begin by defining basic
tem- to he used throughout this publication: alternative assessment. performance assessment.
and porablio assessment (Baron. 1992a; Stiggins. 1987; Tierney. Carter. & Desai. 1991).

Alternative assessment:
is any rrrthod of finding out what a student knows or can do that is intended to show growth
and inform instruction and is not a standardized or traditional test;

is by definition criterion-referenced;

is authentic because it is based on activities that represent actual progress toward instructional
goals and reflect tasks typical of classrooms and real-life settings;

requires integration of language skills; and

may include teacher observation, performance assessment. and student self-assessment.



Peiformance assessment:
is a type of alternative assessment

is an exercise in which a stucknt demonstrates specific skills and competencies in relation to a
continuum of agreed upco siandards of proficiency or excellence; and

reflects student performance on instructional tasks and relies on professional rater judgment in
its design and intermtation.

Pottle Ho assessment:
is the use of records of a student's work over time and in a variety of modes show the depth,
lweadth, and development of the student's abilities;

is the purposeful and systematic collection of student work that reflects accomplishmnt rela-
tive to specific instmtional goals or thjectives;

can be used as an appromt for combining the information from both alternative and standard-
ized amessments; and

has as key elements student reflection and self-monitoring.

l'erfonnance assessment and portfolios are complementaty approaches for reviewing stu-
dent language development and academic progress. Together they repiesent authentic assess-
ment, continuous assessment of student progress, possibilities for integrating assemment with
instructien, assessment of iearning processes and higher-order thinking skills, and a collabora-
tive approa:h to assessment that enables teactwrs and students to interact in the teaching/learn-
ing process. One of tlw advantages of using perfonnance and portfolio assessment with lan-
guage minority students is that the assessment can be conducted in the students native language
(O'Malley & Pierce, 1991).

Portfolios have been most widely used in the teaching of remling and writing, with a strong
focus on classroom instruction, student ownership and self-evaluation, and teacher autonomy
(Graves, 1983; Tierney, Carter, & Desai, 1991). More recently, portfolios have been proposed
and adwed as statewide student assessment management tools in aklition to or instead of stan-
dardized achievement test dati (Baron, 1992b; Brewer, 1990; O'Neil, 1992; Rothman, 1991;
Vermont State Deparumnt of Education, 1990). Provirkx1 that the purpose of portfolio contents
is to expand understanding of a stident's growth based rxr multiple measures, diftent kinds of
test arx1 non-test data can be included in a portfolio. Portfolios might also contain requited infor-
mation for state- or district-wide systems, but these data need not dominate or divert portfolio
assessment from being used to inform classroom instruction.

Performance assessment and portfolios are typically seen as sources of teacher and student
empowerment because control over assessimnt shifts from the administrators to those linked
mast closely to instmtion (Graves, 1983; Tierney, Caner. & Desai, 1991). While we believe
this shift of control over assessment is a positive one, we also believe that the most useful kind
of assessment is that which can be shared with otlwr teachers who interact or will interact with
students. For this reason, we emphasize systematic approaches to assessment which can ensure
the reliability and validity of the results.



Performance Assessment

Performance assessment falls into two categories: achievement-related behaviors exhibited by

the student (e.g., communication or reading skills) and achievement-related products that

students ckvelop (e.g., written reports or projects). Performance assessments require that the

assessor
(1) observe the behavior or examine the product that is reflective of achievement, and

(2) apply clearly articulated performance criteria so as to make a sound pmfessional judgment

regarding the level of proficiency demonstrated. Intuitions, immessions, and "feelings" about

student performance are not a part of sound performance assessments. Like paper-and-pencil

tmts, performance assessments must adhere to certain rules of evideme (Stiggins. 1990).

In this section, procedures are provicksi for the &sign of performance assessmenttasks and

instruments that can be inclurkd in portfolios of language minority stucknts and children learn-

ing English as a non-native language. Procedures for assessing grecific language skill areas

(oral language, reading, and writing) and their integration are described. Suggesticas are also

provided for designing stucknt self-assessment nr..a.sures of language proficiency and language
learning strategies. Each category below includes brief descriptions of types of assessment pro-
cedures and ways to design and administer performance tasks. with particular attention to the

developmnt of appropriate scoring procedures. Ewh assessment technique should be adapted

as needed to match the developmental and language proficiency levels of the students. This can

include assessment in the students' native language.

Oral Language Assessment

hoposelTypes
To determine oral language comprehension and production, teachers can administer perfor-

mance assessments which reflect tasks typical of the clasFroorn or real-life sett;rigs. In this way.

assessment is authentic and aligned with both the curriculum and students' prior experience.
Oral performance assessments are not limited to a single type and can take various forms &-

Fending on their authenticity in relation to classroom activities. These can include: oral inter-

views. story retellings. simulations/situations, directed dialogues. incomplete story/topic

prompts which stucknts are asked to complete. picture cues, teacher observation checklists, and
student self-evaluations (Bachman & Palmer. 1989; Gonzalez Pino. 1988: Omaggio. 1986; Os-

carson. 1989).

DesignlAdministration
A major obstacle to conducting oral language assessment in the classroom is the time in-

volved in administering the assessment to students one at a time. Alternatives to individual stu-

cknt assessment in large classes include the use of teacher observation checklists and the assess-

ment of pairs or small groups of students at one time (Fox & Allen, 1983: Genishi. 1985:

Gonzalez Pino, 1988; Pinnell. 1985).
To conduct assessment in pairs. teachers can use cue wills and ask students to interview

each other or to interact following the directions on the cue cards (Gonzalez Pino, 1988). Cue

cards should be written at the reading level of the students to be assessed. In order to have

enough oral language production to assign a rating, at least five or six sentences should be



elicited from each student. Cue cards can easily be ccostructed by providing written directions,
called prcunpts, on index cards to elicit the performance teachers wish to assess. Fcr example, if
a lesson has just been condtwted on personal greetings and !awe-takings, one student's cue card
might read, "Greet your classmate and find out where he cr she has been for the past few days."
The other cue add could wad, "Respond to your classmate's qmstions by telling him or her that
you have been at home sick. Mnd out from your classmate what you have missed in class."

Depending upon the age and language proficiency levels of students in the class, teachers
can use picture cues or topic monologues to conduct individual oral assessments. To use picture
cues, the teacher presents pictures or photographs appropriate for the age and interest level of
the students being assemed. From among several pictures the teacher pmsents. studenN can be
asked to choose one or two pictures that they feel they can talk about. The teacher can lexd the
student into talking by asking questions such as "What story does this picture tell? Has this ever
happened to you? What do you think will happen next?"

In using topic monologues, the teacher provides a topic for the student to address at length.
This is an authentic perfonnance task for upper elementary and middle school students wki are
often asked to pirsent oral reports and synthmes of what they have read. If a lesson has just
been presented on foods to students at an intermediate level of English proficiency, for example.
a topic monologm such as the following might be appropriate: "Tell me about your favorite
food. Describe it and tell me why it is your favorite." For more wlvanced students, the topic
might be: "Give me the recipe for your favorite food."

Story retelling is an effective way to integrate oral and written language skills. Students
who have just read or listened to a story might be asked to retell the story or to summarize the
main idea. When pictures. topic monologues, cue cards, or story retelling techniques are used,
instead of the typical interview pattern of teacher-question/student-responseiteacher-question.
teacher talk is reduced and more time is allowed for student language pmduction.

Teachers may also want to assess students' ability to use academic language. Academic
language is the cognitively demanding and contextually-reduced language of content area in-
siniction and is critical for success in mainstream classrooms (Cummins, 1982; 1983). Academ-
ic language functions are the essential communication tasks that students must be able to per-
form in different content areas; they determine whether the learning task will be simple or
complex (Dix, 1992; O'Malley & Chamot, 199th Pinnell, 1985). For that purpose. teachers can
identify specific language functions that are germane to an instructional goal or activity
(O'Malley, 1991), such as:

Seeking information
Using language to explore the environment or acquire information (e.g.. using who, what.
when, where, and how to collect information):

l4Prming
Reporting, explaining, or describing information or procedures (e.g.. retelling a story. tell-

ing the main idea of a reading ixissage. summarizing);

Analy:ing
Separating a whole into its parts (e.g., tel;ing parts or features of a concept. a procedure. an

object): and



Evaluating
Assessing the worth of an object, opinion, or tkcision (e.g., selecting or naming criteria to
evaluate, cnioritizing a lig and explaining criteria, imlicating reasons for agreeing or dis-

agreeing).

Sewing
Teachers and/or niters should establish scoring criteria for a range of grade levels (e.g.,

Grades 4-6, 7-9) and identify at least three categories of proficiency: non-English proficient
(NEP), limited English rnoficient (LEP), and fluent English proficient (FEP). Because these cat-
egories were originally intended for identification and placement purposes and consequently
tend to be broadly defined, for the purposes of mmitoring student language development it may
be useful to difforntiate bands of proficiency within each level, such as low, intermediate, and
high. This will enable the teacher to design ingiuctimi more arpropriate to stiklents' needs and
to mcmitor growth from one band to the next within levels as well as fnnn level to level.

Scoring cliteria should be holistic, with a focus on the student's ability to receive and con-
vey meaning. Holistic scoring wocedures evaluate perfmrnance as a whole rather dun by its
secrarate linguistic or grammatical features. Dept:ming on the goals of instmction, grammatical
accuriwy and pronunciation may not be as imponant as skills ctitical to commehending and
conveying meaning. Students are evaluated by using &tailed criteria or definitions of perfor-
mance matched to a rating scale (ILimayan, et al., 1985; Navanete, et aL, 1990).

Tewhers wanting to score grammar and pronunciation may wish to treat these as subsvores
and assig.i them weights which are less than the weight assigmed to a subscore for overall
communicative ability (Hamayan, 1985; Gonzalez Pino, 1988). Well in advance of the oral
assessment, students shmild be provided with an explanation of how they will be rated. If
teachers plan to assign a grade to the oral assessment, they will have to determine tir scoring
range which cormspcmds to specific letter grades at each grade level.

A holistic oral proficiemy rating scale that teactwrs may want to use is the Student Oral
Proficiency Rating (SOPR). The SOPR is a matrix (adapted from the Student Oral Language
Observation Matrix/SOLOM developed by the San Jose Unified School Digrict, California)
which allows for rating students in five categories of oral language proficiency: commehension,
fluency, vocabulary, pnmunciation, and grammar (see Figure 1 ). Within each categoty, students
can be rated at five different proficiency levels. The ratings for each categoty are cmisidered
seirarate sub-scores, each ranging from 1 to 5, with 5 indicating the approximate level of
proficiency for a native speaker. A total score results when sub-scores for the five categories am
combined (Development Associates, 1988).

Reading Assemment
Petformance assessment of reading with students who are learning English should focus

on reading comprehension ratlwr than isolated remling skills, as.is typical of many standardized
achievement msts. We suggest four approaches for the assessment of reading that have been am-
ply destribed in the literature: miscm analysis (Goodman & BP1rke, 1972): the individual read-
ing inventory (Cunningham, et aL, 1983); anecdotal records (Goodman, Goodman, & Hood,
1989; Rhodes & Nathenson-Mejia, 1992); and doze tests (Cdien, 1980, Hamayan, et al., 1985;
Madsen, 1983; Oiler, 1979). One alditional appmach which has not been adequately described
in relation to the reading behaviors of language minority stucknts and which we describe below
is the use of rating scales.
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Figure 1. Student Oral Proficiency Rating*

Student's Name Grade Language Observed TOTAL SCORE

School City State

Rated by Date

DIRECTIONS: For each of the 5 ca below at the kft, mark an "X" across the box tlud beg describes the student's abilities.

CATEGORY LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

A. Comprebenskm Canot understand even simple
convention.

Has great difficuky fol-
lowing wht is said. Can
compithend only "social
conversation" spoken slowly
and with frequent repetitions.

Undemands most of what is
said at slower-than-wen!
speed with repetition&

Understands nearly every-
thing at normal speed,
although ocresional repeti-
fion may b... lie voary.

Understands everyday
conversation and normal
classioom discussians without
difficuhy.

B. Fluency Speech is so halting and
fragmentary as to make
conversation virtually impossible.

Usually hesitant often forced
into silence by language
limitatirms.

Speech in everyday tom
munication and claw-ion
discu.ssion is freqrently
disrupted by the student's
search for the coned manner
ii expressimi

Speech in everyday com-
muniction and &WPM
discussion is generally fluent,
with occasienal lapses while
the sturkni searches for the
comet manner of expressim

Speech in eseyday comer-
salmi and in classroom
discussions is fluent and
&ohm, appoximating that
of a native speaker.

C. Vocabulary Vocabulary limitations are so
extreme as to make conversation
virtually impossible.

MiCUSC of words and very

limited vocabulty make
comphension quite difficult,

Frequently uses the van
words; conversation same-
what limited becaust of
inadequate vocabulary.

Occasionally uses inappm-
piste terms or must reFerase
Was because of inadequate
vocabulary.

Use of vocabulary tund idioms
twoximates that of a naive
speaker.

D. Pronunciation Pronunciation problems so severe
as to make speech virtually
unintelligible.

Very hard to understand
because of pronunciation
probkms. Must frequently
repeat in order to be
understood.

Pronunciation problems
necessitate corn:aeration on
the part of the listener and
occasionally lead to
misunderstanding.

Always intelligible, though
one is conscious of a definite
accent and occasional
inapproprite intimiatim

_patterns.

Pmnunciaticv and intonation
approximate a native
speaker's.

E. Grammar Errors in grammar and word order
so SeVeTV ati to make speech

virtually unintelligible.

(hanunar and word order
errors make comprehension
difficult. Must often rephrase
m restrict what is said to basic
rattems.

Makes fretprni errors of
gammar and word older
which occasionally obscure
meaning.

Occasionally makes
grammatical or wind orikr
errors whit+ do mu obscure
meaning.

Grammatical usege and word
order ap.proximate a native
speaker s.

....

This form is an adaptation of the Student Oral Language Observation Matrix ISOLOM) developed by the San Jose (California) Unifici School Disirid.

Adapted by Development Associates, Inc., Arlington. Viryjnia and used with prm6ion. Signature of rater 1 t,



Propose
Rating wales can be usvd to collect information on a range of student reading behaviors.

Rating scales offer several advantages: they are systematic, require little teacher time, and do

not disrupt instructional time. A rating scale is a checklist that emtains tredetennined perfor-
mance tasks and a systematic pmcedute for ialicating a student's level of perfomiance relative
to specific criteria. The number of levels in the criterion will be determined by the focus of the

assessment, but each will be precisely defined.

Design
Four types of information teaclwrs can maintain in using a rating scale for reading compre-

hension are reading skills, interest, applications, and reading strategies. Teachers can collect in-

formation as frequently as is considered appropriate to the purposes of assessment and instruc-

tion. For example. occasional checks on student progress could be conducted biweekly.

monthly, or quartedy. although other %dons are also possible.
The assessment of trading skills is &signed to reflect the student's ability to perform func-

tional reading tasks. Althmigh teachers can select their own objectives depending on local cur-

riculum frameworks in language arts, some possible objectives are reflected in Figure 2. Com-

prehension of stories read aloud can be exranded to include litend and inferential

comprehension. if desired. Teachers can determine if students have fluent decoding skills by

asking them to read aloud individually and by checking comprehension through probe ques-

tions, such as "What was the main idea?" and "What do you predict will occur next?"

One of the major concerns in reading assessment should be a student's level 4- interest in

reading materials. This interest can be shown in the variety of materials independently selected

by students. The applications category reflects integration of speaking, reading, and writing

skills. Applications may include project, such as writing and presenting a skit, producing art-
work, writing a raper, keeping a reading log on the kinds of materials read and how often they

are read, or producing a self-report on reading ability. A teacher narrative or rating scale could
be used to assess student progress in each of the categories listed in Figure 2. These categories

show what students can actually do with reading materials and how they use them to achieve

their own purposes.
A fourth possible category for rating scales is the stucknts' use of reading strategies. Sub-

stantial evidence indicates that students who use reading strategies comprehend text more effec-

tively than students who do not (e.g.. Dole, Duffy, Roehler, & Pearson, 1991; Pressley. 199)).

and that students from language minority backgrounds also benefit from the use of these strate-

gies (O'Malley & Chamot. 199) -, Padron & Waxman. 1988). Used in conjunction with miscue

analysis. realing strategies assessment can reveal what kinds of strategies. techniques. or ap-

proaches students use to understand and remember intbrmation they have read, what tlx.y do

when they are given a reading assignnwm, and what they do to un&rstand and renvmher what

they have read upon completing a reading passage. Some sample questions for determining
reading strategies (modified from Goodman. Watson. & Burke, 1987) are:

I. When you are reading and come to something you don't know, what do you do?

2. Who is a gtxxl reader you know? What makes that person a good reader?

3. If you knew someone was having trouble reading, how would you help that person?

What would your teacher do to help that person?

4. What would you like to do better as a reader!

1 1



From these kinth of questions, and from probe questions asked during an individual trad-
ing inventory, teachers may be able to rate student performance relative to the Mrategies indicat-
ed in Fig= 2.

Administnilion
Teachers can collect information on reading skills using a rating scale while observing stu-

dents individually, in pairs, or in small groups. Ratings for specific skills such as literal and in-
ferential comprehension could be based on probe qiwgions asked of students following a silent
trading exercise. Probe questims should reflect different levels of cognitive complexk, such a s
the following (Maryland State Department of Education, n.d.):

Knowledge
Who was tlx main person in this text? What did the event take place?

*Comprehension
What was fix main icka of the reading? Retell what you have read in your own words.

Analysis
What an the puts or features of ? How does compire with ? Out-
line the componeats of . What evidence supports

Synthesis
What would you predict will occur next? What ideas can you add to ? What
would you suggest is a solution for 4/

Evaluation
Do you agree with the statement that ? Prioritize according to
What criteria would you use to assess

The questions at each level of cognitive complexity can vary in the demand they place on
English language proficiency. For example. at the comprehension level students can name the
main idea of the story either orally or in writing by selecting from among a number of alterna-
tives or by generating the idea on their own. At the evaluation level, stucknts can prioritize a list
or provide criteria for the evaluation of an idea and write sentences indicating their assessment
of a concept. Thus, students can be assessed Pr their ability to respond to higher order ques-
tions even though they may have minimal skills in English.

Scoring
Scoring criteria should focus on the level of student performance relative to a standard.

The teacher can indicate student performance as being effective, sometimes effective, or needs
work, as in Figure 2. Another option is to indicate a student's ability to perform at three levels:
independently, with assistance. or does not perform task (Vygotsky, 1978). Below is an excerpt
taken from a rating scale on reading comprehension. In this rating scale. a teacher could rate
student performance in literal and inferential comprehension at the three performance levels as
follows:

Reading Tasks Independently
iUnderstands literal meaning
paws inferences from reading

Criteria
With assistawe Mes not do task

12



Figure 2. Literacy Devehimnent Cheddig
Thither
Academic year

MARK: Effective sonetimesEffective 1.M 1 Needs work

L

rer 1
Reading Processes

ii)I\(, \INII I \
Canprelvends oral stories

_____T_Quird

2 3

Reading vocabulary

Ruent decodi

Literal com hension in readin

Inferential b I 1-, ., ton

Initiates cum reading

Shows pleasure in reading

Selects books independently

iii.
Sri) les a v of material
\ ill It \,I

Participates in language experience story development

Participtes in reading discussion pups
Writes appropriate dialogue journal entries

Chooses books of appropriate difficulty

Uses 4 m written ccomunication
I \lit\ ,,,jk \II (di '.

Monitors attention

Notices miscues that inteifere with meaning

Infers meaning based on:
1

Word clues

Sentence structure

Stoq structure

Prior experience

Summarizes main ideas or key events

Links details to main ideas

Remembers sequence of events

Predicts conclusions

Reqtests help if needed

*Adapted from materials developed by the Natioid C wil .1Teachers of English and by The Writing Lab o f the

Univeraity el New Hampshire.



Writing Assessment

Purpose" rypes
An assessment of writing provides an indication of how well students communicate in the

wrinen language. Teachers can determine mudent pmgress in writing through direct measures of
fwictional literacy, such as writing samples, process writing, and dialogue journals. Writing
samples are the most conmonly used perfamance assessment of writing ability and will be de-
scribed further.

Design
To construct a writing sample, the following steps are recommended:
(11Select writing prompts that am develmnentally arpropriate. Use prompts that will

elicit writing from students on topics that are Familiar and interesting to them and that reflect
writing styles comnxmly prxticed at their grade level. Writing prompts should not depend upon
a student's knowledge of a content area.

(2) Provide a choice of topics. By giving options, teachers increase the possibility that stu-
denN will be interested in and capable enough to select one of the tcpics and write on it (Ham!, -
Lymis, 1990; Reid. 1990). However, because the scoring of writing samples may differ depend-
ing on the genre, the topics provided in a single assessment should be limited to one genre,
preferably one to which students have already been exposed. Representative topics may differ
by grade level and can include autobiographies, biographies, short stories, reports, and critical
analyses.

(3) Check the topics for cultural b: is. If the topics consistently assess knowledge of a par-
ticular culture rather than of the English language, they are probably culturally biasvd. Writing
prompts may addres.s relatively neutral timnes, such as asking students to describe a favorite
relative. Alternatively, they may imlude 'Tore controversial topics designed to provoke students
to take a posititm, such as students' attitudes toward violence in school. Topics can be checked
for bias with cultural informants (other school staff or parents) who share or have experience
with the culture of tk students.

Administration
Give dear directions. Students should know the amount of writing required. how much

time they have to write, and how their writing will be scored. A minimum of thirty minutes
should be provid ! to allow stwlents to plan, organize, and revise their work. A minimum of
two paragraphs should be required of students. Decide whether students can use dictionaries or
other resouree materials during the writing process and apply this rule consistently.

Scoring
In preparation tOr a writing assessment, students should be told what the scoring criteria

are, be given model papers lat illu.strate the range of scores assigned to writing samples, and be

provided opportunities through cooperative learning groups t3 discuss tiwir work-in-progress
relative to the scoring criteria (Kolls, 1992). Stuiknts should be given opportunities to re-write
their products after receiving feedback from scoring.

Scoring writing samples of .itucknts in various grade levels means developing criteria to
apply to different levels and determining what stores mean with regard to student progress. At a
minimum, at least three categories should be established within each grade and level of English
language proficiency with regard to writing ability: low, intermediate, and high levels of



writing. For example, a stucklit might be a high leve! wriier at an inteimediate level of profi-
ciency for sixth-graders.

To score a writmg sample, use holistic scoring criteria which focus on the communicative
nature of the writing (see Figure 3). Other options include assigning relative weights to overall
fluency, organization, mechanics, and grammar. Depending cal the goals of ingmction, teachers
may want to assign lower weights to language conventions (e.g., mechanics and spelling) and
higher weights to expression (coherence, effective narrative strategies) in order to encourage
students to communicate freely through writing.

The most reliable way to score writing samples is to allow at least one other teacher orstaff

member to score the sample separately, af'zr both raters have discussed and agreed upon the
scoring criteria and have obtained similar scores on a few writing samples. Raters need toestab-

lish consistently high interneer agreement levels with regard to the apropiate classifwation of

ewh student but not necessarily with regard to exact scores. A minimum interrater agreement
level of 80% is recommended. This means that two teachers rating a sample of student papers
should agree on the overall rating for at least 80% of the gudents (see Figure 3).

Significant differences in the classification of students require negotiation, clarification of
the scoring criteria, and, perhapts, re-scoring the writing sample. If differemes persist. then raters

should look at other evidence of student writing in order to determine Frogress and &Tide
whether a student should be placed at a higher or lower level of instruction. The usefulness of
the writing sample depends upon the quality of the scoring procedure used and the degree of in-

terrater agreement established.

Anecdotal Records

Pwpose
Aiwcdotal FeCORIS are notes based on teacher observations of how students learn. They can

be used to Lktermine a student's integration of reading and writing processes. The open-ended

nature of the anecdotal record allows teachers to describe in rich detail each student's develop-
ment in literacy, to integrate these observations with other available information, and to identify

instructional apprwaches that may be appropriate (Rhodes & Nathenson-Mejia. 1992).

Design
Amcdotal records car be produced by following three guidelines:
(1) &scribe a specific event, process, or product:
(2) report rather than evaluatesave interpretation for later, and
(3) relate the material to other known facts about the student.

Administnition
Students can be observe° while engaged in learning activities which produce the behaviors

to be assessed. In completing tilt anecdotal record, the lead= will describe the specific learn-
ing event and what the student actually did in that situation. For example. eachers may develop
anecdotal records of acalemic language skills by observing studenis as tkv work on math word
problems in cooperative learning activities. Students may also be observedand asked appropri-

ate questions while reading aloud in order to determine their level of reading comprehension on
different types of materials. In addition to observations, teachers can review student products as

a means of develoOng anecdotal records. For example. teachers can keep anecdotal records on
student writing samples to document progress in literacy.

1 o



Figure 3. Sample Holistic Criteria

Rating Criteria

5 Vocabulary is precise, varied, and vivid
Organization is appropriate to writing assignment and contains clear
introduction, development of ideas, and conclusion

Transition from one idea to another is smooth and provides reader with clear
understanding that topic is changing

Meaning is conveyed effectively

A few mechanical errors may be present but do not disrupt communication

Shows a clear understanding of writing and topic development

4 Vocabulary is adequate for grade level
Events are organized logically, but some part of the sample may not be fully
developed

Some transition of ideas is evident

Meaning is conveyed but breaks down at times

Mechanical errors are present but do not disrupt communication

Shows a good understanding of writing and topic development

3 Vocabulary is simple
Organization may be extremely simple or there may be evidence of
disorganization

There are few transitional markers or repetitive transitional markers

Meaning is frequently not clear

Mechanical errors affect communication

Shows some understanding of writing and topic development

Vocabulary is limited and repetitious
Sample is comprised of only a few disjointed sentences

No transitional markers

Meaning is unclear

Mechanical errors clarse serious disruption in communication

Shows little evidence of discourse understanding

Responds with a few isolated words
No complete sentences are written

No evidence of concepts of writing

0 No response

Source: S. S. Evaluation Assistance Center lEACi- ELM. Georgetown University. Washington. D.C.. 1990.
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ScoringlInielpretation
The interFetation of anecdotal records Mies at teacher judgment rather than numerical

scores. The teacher reflects on the mean* of the student's pertamance relative to instmctional
goals and activities and other informAtion available on the student. Through arwcdotal records,
ckservations of students can be compated with infatuation obtained from other assessnwnt
sources, such as reading comprehensiat tests and writing samples, and recommendations can
be made for adapting instruction to student needs.

Self-Assessment: Language Proficiency

PwPoseITYPes
Self-assessment is an essential component of alternative amessment. Self-assessment en-

ables saldents to reflect on their leaming activities, task accomplishments, and progress in lan-
guage development and other areas of instrmion. Students see tangible evidence of learning
when self-assessments are conducted periodically throughout the school year and can make
plans to address areas where they feel they need more work. Students can also discuss their
plans with their teacher and ckvelop a schedule of learning and insiructional activities through
mutual agreement. Self-assvssment measures of language proficiency can take the form of
questionnaires, rating scales, and checklists.

Design
The limited research on self-assessment of language rwoficiency indicates that the more

closely self-assessment measures relate to a stutiont's reasons for using the language, the more
reliable the information becomes (Oscarson, 1989). It has also been found that the type of ques-

tions used in self-assessments influence the size of the correlations between svlf-rating scores

and scoms obtained on language proficiency tests (Bachman & Palmer, 1989; LeBlanc & Pain-

chaud, 1985).
Items that are related to the student's purposes for learning a language shcold provide more

reliable information than those which are not However, because the research cm self-assess-

ment of language proficiency has been conducted primarily with university studen6, the &d-
ings may have limited application at the upper elementary and middle grade levels. Teaclwrs

should, therefore, review the results of self-assessment relative to information generated from

other sources.
One example of a rating scale for a self-assessment of reading ability is provided in

Figure 4. Students are given a list of reading tasks and asked to irdicate to what degree they

think they can perform each task. Selected reading tasks should be appropriate to the stucknts'

grate level and reflect the local curriculum.

Figure 4. Self-Assvssment of Reading Ability

In reading a passage. I can:

Reading Tasks
Criteria

All the time Sometimes Almost never

1. Ulderstand the main idea
2. Understand the details
3. Understand the vocabulary
4. Read quickly and still understand most of it

17



Administrrilibn
One of the advantages of using self-assessment measures is that they can be administeted

individually, to groups of stivients, or to all students in the class simultaneously. They can be
conducted at the student's leisure, perhaps on a bi-weekly basis, or whenever the tewher wants
to get feedback from students on their learning progress.

Scoring
Scoring scales for self-assessment measures depend upon the types of questions used. A

three-point scale is illustrated in Figure 4. although some scales consist of as many as five or ten
points. Intervals on a five-point scale might be described as follows: (5 points) I can do this all
the time: (4) I can do this most of the time; (3) I can do this about half the time; I can seldom
do this; and ( 1)1 can never do this (LeBlanc & Painchaud, 1985).

Self-Assessment: Learning Strategies

Purpose
Many teachers either implicitly or explicitly ask students to use various learning strategies

in performing classroom assignments. There are a number of planning, attentional, self-evalua-
tive, and stwly skills that teachers may include in their curriculum and guide students in using
(Ellis & Sinclair, 1989; O'Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990; Rubin & Thompson, 1982;
Wenien & Rubin, 1987). If teachers want to know whetlwr or not snxlents are using these strat-
egies, they can ask them to reflect on their use by performing a self-evaluation. Stucknits can de-
scribe their strategies in dialogue journals or learning logs at the end of each unit. A learning log
is an ongoing record kept by students to evaluate their own strategies for learning, although it
can alsq be used to record language development and content knowledge. Learning logs enable
students to identify goals they want to accomplish through learning activities.

Design
Stucknts may be asked to indicate whether or not they used any special techniques to help

themselves leam. The following strategies appear in Chamot. O'Malley. & Kiipper (1991):

I paid attention to the teacher.

I took notes when I listened.

I looked at the questions before I wad.

I took notes when I read.

I looked at my notes after class.

I repeated new words aloud.

I used new words in sentences.

Administration and Scoring
Teachers can provide students wit!i a weekly checklist to use for self-assessment and ask

sttaknts to keep this information in a notebook. The checklist can also be placed in a student
portfolio. and the teacher can add anecdotal notes regarding student progress in the systematic
use of learning strategies.
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Summary
Performance assessments are often used because they provide an opportunity to measure

student performance across a range of skills and knowledge over time. Many perfamance mea-
sures are developed directly out of local cuniculum objectives and student performance stan-
dards and, therefore. may be developed by teachers or other local staff. The pelfonnance mea-
sures suggested above can be usvd individually, in combination, or adapted to meet
developmental and language proficiency needs of students. However, the use of multiple mea-
sures can lead to problems in recordkeeping and interpetation if teaclwrs and other school staff
lack ways of combining the information generated by them. In the following se.ction. a frame-
work for addressing these issues is presented.

Portfolio Assessment
Portfolios present a practical appuach to assembling student work, interpreting evidence of
student performance, and assessing student performance relative to instmctional objectives.The
concept of portfolios has been adwted from the arts where students maintain evidence of their

best work to illustrate their accomplishments (Jongsma, 1989). In classioom instiuction, portfo-

lit% axe used in a similar manner, but the anuents of the portfolio may represent work in
progress, formal products. and ratings or otherevidence of student knowledge relative to specif-

ic objectives or purposes (Valencia. 1990).
There is no "right" way to design portfolios. Each classroom, school district, and state will

reflect a unique approwh to authentic assessment, and in this sense, each student's collection of
documents will differ somewhat, depending on the purpose of the assessment (Tierney, Carter,

& Desai. 1991). Creating and maintaining student portfolios require that a variety of teacher and
staff decisions be made concerning the instructional goals or objectives to be assessed, who will
be involved in the portfolio design and interpretation, what instruments will be selected and

how student performance will be demonstrated, how portfolio information will be used, and

how the results will be conveyed to others. Because the entire portfolio process can be complex.
systematic review and evaluation of the process should be conducted on a periodic basis.

Steps to portfolio development should include designing the portfolio, planning for and

collecting the necessary data. analyzing the portfolio contents, and using the results (Moya &

O'Malley, in press). Each of these points will be &scribed in the following sections.

Designing Portfolios
For the purposes of assessnwnt, the material in a stu&nt portfolio is most useful when

each piece collected reflects progress toward particular learning gads. To this end, portfolios

can be desigrwd following a multi-step process that involves:

setting tir purpase of the portfolio:
focusing on specific learning goals:
identifying performance tasks and/or selecting appropriate instruments:
setting criteria:
selecting students to be assessed:
collaborating with otlwr teachers and staff:
conducting staff development: and
involving students and parents in the portfolio development process.



Each of these slept% is discussed below.

Pur Pose
Befire collecting any sampks of student work, the first step in planning a portfolio is to

determine the purpose fir conducting the assessment, and km the results will be used (Moya &
O'Malley, in press; Navanete et al., 1990). Will the results be used fior making decisions !elated
to claswoom instmction? Will they be used to &-temine whethera student is ready to move out
of a special English language support program, such as ESL, ESL-emiteni, tx. bilingual educa-
firm? Will they be used to aid in assigning a student grade? Specifying how the results of the
portfolio assessment are to bc used will assist in determining the gads to be assessed and the
samples of student work to be collected.

Specific Focus
The second step in portfolio design is focusing the portfolio on specific learning goals.

Each portfolio should have a specific focus deterniined by school staff. The focus may be on
oral or written language skills or on content area skills such as those required in mathematics,
science, or social studies. Objectives may also be selected from goals contained in local cunicu-
lum frameworks, state guidelines, program objectives, or censensus among ESL/bilingual and
maingream teachers concerning important goals for learning. While it may be possible to col-
lect stip:lent woik for all content areas as well as for English language skills in a single gudent
folder, attempting to do this for purposes of assessment could prove to be rather unwieldy. Pro-
viding a focus, on fir other hand, avoids having togo through an overwhelming amount of in-
formation in each portfolio.

Performance TasklInstrument Selection
Once learning goals and performance objectives have been identified, portfolio designers

need to identify performance tasks and instruments to be used to measure whether learning
goals are being attained School staff sIvuld strive to combine traditional and perfOrmame as-
sessment measures in oritkr to get multiple indicators of a student's ability level. Standardized
teas are often required for district accountability needs. Using results obtained on standardized
whievement tests together with anecdotal records, rating scales, teacher observation checklists,
and writing samplcs to assess literacy skills providm much more information than standardized
test results alone. Furthemiore, having multiple imlicators of stimient performance enables
teachers to cross-check one type of information agairLst anodwr.

Each portfolio should also contain items which are required to assess progress on particu-
lar ingructional goals and others which are optional. Requirrd items might include those which
are rwcessaly to communicate a student's progress to otlwr teachers or to administrators and can
include a stucknt's "beg work," while optional items could include drafts of work in progress,
ongoing ratings of perfoimance, and occasional pieces selected by the student (Valencia, 1990).
lir use of required items introduces an element of consistency in the evaluation of stucknt port-
folios. By making certain items obligatory and others optional, teachers get the infonnation they
need fix making instnictional decisions while also encouraging students to participate actively
in portfolio design and use.



Setting Criteria
Teachen or school staff should cktamine criteria (performance standards) for imerpreting

portfolio contents before collecting any student data. Performance criteria must be established

in cater to detemine the degree to which a student has attained the objectives each taskfmstru-

ment is designed to assess. Teachers need to identify and establish a minimum number of spe-

cific objectives that illustrate attainment of the instructional goals. One way to set critetia is to

require %Wens to perfoam tasks either intkpendently Iv with assistance. Mother possibility is

to define expected student performance in narrative or anecdotal form. The narrative can specify

what the students should be able to do to meet the critericm for petformance or growth over

time.

Stair Collaboration
If portfolio assessment is to be undertaken by a school-based team, it will be essential to

identify school staff willing to patticipate in the assessment process. Ideally, a cross-section of

tewhers, staff, and administrators at each school who serve the same student(s) could become
members of a portfolio assmsment team. For example, a team at the upper elementary levels

might consist of an ESL or bilingual education teacher, the grade level classroom teacher, a

reading specialist, and the school principal. At the middle school level, the team might consist

of a grKlent's ESL or bilingual education teacher, content area teachers, and perhaps the school

counselor. If portfolio assessment is a totally new experieme for school staff, it is probably a

good idea to pilot test the amoach with a small number of staff and students before using it on

a sclwol-wide or district-wick basis.

Staff Developnent
All staff involved in the pmfolio process shcarld receive information and training on how

to plan, implement, and interpret portfolios, especially when portfolio assessment is to be am-

ducted at the school-buikling or district-wide level. Staffpreparatice not only enables staff to

collaborate with arK1 support each other, it also buildsctitical support for the portfolio process it-

self. Staff should teceive training on how to design portfolios, how to target specific learning

objectives and sekct students (if portfolios are limited to only a pan of the student poradation),

and how to set criteria for each portfolio. Staff development will also be essential to planning

individual pmtfolio contents and to designing, administering, and scoting holistic, performatre-

based measures such as oral interviews, teacher observation checklists, rating scales, and writ-

ing samples. Performance and portfolio assessment hold great iromiw for improving assess-

ment, but they can only reach their potential when teachers master their use (Stiggims, 1990).

Student Selection
Portfolio teams or individual teachers need to comider several factors wIrn ckciding

whether to implement pmfolio assessment with one or more students. If the classmom tPacher

is wting on his/her own to gather the information (without any support from other school staff).

initially it may be alvisable to limit the number of portfolios to only a few students. This can

prevent teackrs from being overwhelmed by the data collection and analysis effort and giving

up before experiencing the benefits of pottfolio assessment. On the other hand, if portfolio as-

sessment is to be a school- or district-wide initiative, and if more than a few tewhers are going

to be involved and provided staff ckvelopment in its systematic implementation, then many or

all students can be included in the procedure.



Questions to ask regamling which students will panicipate in the portfolio process are: Will
the portfolio be used in only one classroom? Will it be used only with students participating in a
particular program (such as ESL bilingual education, or Chapter 1)? Will the process be limited
to a single or multiple grade levels? Will all students in each classroom be assessed using a pon-
folio? Will the procedure be limited to only tose irdividuals needing frequent monitoring?

Student/Parent Involvement
The teacher and/or portfolio assessment team should encourage the active involvement of

both students and parents in ttx assessment process. A key element in poitfolio assessment is
student self-evaluation. Students are asked to reflect on their progiess toward learning goals and
encouraged to select samples of their work which they believe illustrate progress toward these
goals (Baron, 1992a; Palmer Wolf et al., 1992; Tierney, Carter, & Desai, 1991). Teacher/student/
parent conferences can be scheduled at times convenient for the parents so that they can be in-
formed of their child's progress. Portfolio contents provick miLli more information to parents
about their child's learning than the percentiles repmented on standardized achievement tests.
Furthetmore, parents appreciate being given an opportunity to respond to examples of student
work, particularly items that show progress &hi sutxstantiaW gracks given to the student.

Planning for and Collecting the Data
Data collection for portfolio asssstrwrit consists of identifying information to be entered

into the portfolio, determining the frequency of data collection, creating a system to record and
monitor the frequency of data collection, and setting guicklines for the removal ard updating of
pottfolio material. These guidelines may valy depending on the purpose of the portfolio.

At the elementary and middle school levels, pmfolios can be updated on a semester basis
or at each grading period. Some schools are experimenting with portfolios which present in-
creasingly comprehensive information on students by beginning with an initial portfolio every
nine weeks, a semester portfolio drawn from these, and a year-end portfolio (Palmer Wolf et aL,
1992). However, if the purpase is to closely monitor student progress, assessments should take
place approximately eveiy four to six weeks. Occasional items can be placed in the portfolio on
a mote frequent basis aid removed when tlwy have been superseded by more recent work or
have become redundant The decision to temove or maintain portfolio materials is a collabora-
tive one to he made between the student and the teacher.

Analyzing Portfolio Contents
To determine whether a portfolio's contents reflect a student's propess toward learning

goals, the teacher or portfolio assessment team can match contents to vecific learning gcrals and
cko*iives on a cover sheet, as illustrated in the Sample Portfolio Analysis Foim in Figure 5
(adarted by Pierce firm Moya & O'Malley, in press). Note that student objectives ate placed in
the left-most column of Figure 5, followed by illustrations of stulent progress, and a specific
citation or page reference to materials that support each objective. When additional evidence of
student Rogress for each objective is entered or found in the portfolio, relevant page citations
can be added.

Summary comments, interpretations, and recommendations can be added at the bottom of
the Portfolio Analysis Form. These awcdotal notes help interpret and integrate the results of
student performance across various measures or skill areas. Forms such as the one in Figure 5



Figure 5. Sample Portfolio Analysis Form

Student: Marisel A
Teacher Jone0
Educational Goal:,,idc_

Date: 5/1/92
Grade: 4

t.40111.

Performance Task
Contents Illustrating

Student Progress
Date

Demonstrates interest and
ability in a variety of writing

Literacy Development Checklist 3/20/92

Writes a short story Writing Sample: Dog Story 4/22/92

Writes Do communicate with
others

Letter
Dialog Journal

4/10/92
3/31/92

Expresses writing preferences Self-Assessment of Writing 4/24/92

Shares writing with others Anecdotal Record 4/6/92
Summary Comments:

offer several advantages: teachers can indicat : the relationship between each item in the portfo-
lio and the objectives being assessed; they can irke specific suggestions for instructional adap-
tations to gudent needs; and they can sift through portfolio contents periodically to remove ma-
terials that, altImugh interesting, have no use in evaluating student progress.

To deteimine how stocknts acquiring English as their second language are progressing in
comparison to other students, performance assessments can be administeied to native or profi-
dent English-speaking grack-level peers in mainstream clams and average ratings calculated
for these students as well as for tiw English language learners. Administering any of the perfor-
man= assmanents described in this publication to a locally selected, "average" group of
English-speaking peers will rnovide the mog meaningful basis for comprison. This will inform
the teacher regarding both the English learner's progress and his/her preparation for functioning
at an independent/average level in a typical mainstream classroom.

Using Portfolk) Raults
Them are a variety of ways in which portfolio results can be used. The Sample Portfolio

Analysis Form shown in Figure 5 is an essential compownt in many of these uses:

a diagnosis and placementstudent strengths and needs are examined with regard to major cur-

riculum objectives;

monitoring student progn'ssgrowth in lrarning over the COUINe of the wmester or school
year can be monitored;

feedback on the effectiveness of instructionif individual students are not progressing, the
instnictional approach slxiuld be re-evaluated arKI airopriate adaptations made to meet each



..tudent's needs. One possible conclusion is that a student needs instructional support beyond

the services provided by the classroom(s) th which the portfolio has been maintained;

communication with other teachersthis includes other trwmbers of the portfolio team and
those at other schools to which students may transfer,

student feedbackportfolios enable students to comment and reflect on their progress and
plan what they would like to do to maintain or change it; and

cmvnunication with parentsportfolios provide parents with concrete evidence which sup-
ports instmtional decisions.

Portidios in Practice: Some Common Concerns
As a result of conducting workshops with teachers and administrators on portfolio assess-

ment, it has been our experience that, while the use of portfolios has many advantages, it is not
without its limitations. In this section we will describe some of the more ccmmonly identified
obstwles to impkmenting portfolios and suggest procedures for overcoming them. We will also
look briefly at how portfolios have been used in some states and school districts and as part of
ESL/bilingual pogram: to gain insights into real problems and po&sible solutions.

"Portfolios take too much time."
Teachers and administrators frequently express concerns that designing and using portfoli-

os are time consiiming processes. This is commonly expressed by teachers in the initial stages
of pmfolio assessment, but appears to become of lesser concern as teachers begin to esiablish a
classroom environment that encourages students to be increasingly inckpendan and responsible

for assessing their own progress using portfolios (Kolls, 1992; Tierney, et al., 1991).
There are several ways to reduce the time involved in implementing portfolio assessment:

(1) make the data collection part of daily instructional routines;

(2) make stucknts responsible for collecting information on a regular basis;

(3) identify specific items that go into the portfolio and list them on a portfolio analysis fcum:

(4) initially, use portfolios with only two or three students who need intensive monitcning;

(5) use staggered data collection cycles where assessment data are collected from only a few

students daily or weekly;

(6) share responsibilities of data collection and interpretation with other school staff so that indi-
vidual teachers do not become overwhelmed by the process; and

(7) create common planning times for teachers and other staff involved in portfolio ckvelop-

ment.

"How do we decide what goes into the portfolio?"
The teacher or portfolio assessment team determines tlw contents of each portfolio by

identifying learning goals and specifying minimal levels of student performance that show
whether sturknts have attained these goals. Instruments are then se ected for eliciting the de-

sired student performance and criteria set for deterrnining performance levels.

"How do we interpret the contents ofa portfolio?"
A major concern in portfolio assessment is what to cki with portfolio contents once they

have been collected. Prior to attempting to interpret this information, the teaclwr or portfolio



assemment team should identify learning goals. student performance levels that demonstrate
attainment of these goals, the tasks or instruments to be used to elicit student pet-fix-mance, the
criteria few detennining student progress, isixl whether specific portfolio knu will be mquired
or optional. Next, the teacher or assessment team must determine how much weight to give
each item in the portfolio. As with the portfolio design process, guidelines for interKeting port-
folio results should be established in advance of data collection.

"How are others using performance-based auessment and postfolios?"
Most of the pcdfolios in practice that we know of in language arts, ESL and bilingual pro-

grams are used to assess literacy skills (see Figure 6). We know of few which focus csi content

ama skills ix oral language pmficiency. In Figure 6 we provide a sampling of coantents suggest-
ed for reading/writing portfolios by two ESL prognms in two schoo4 districts in Virginia (Ar-
lington and Fairfax) and two language arts programs in one county in Florida (Orange County)
and one elementary school in New Hampshire (Stnitham Memorial School).

What becomes immediately evident from Figure 6 is that while Arlington County and
Stratham Memorial School distinguish between reading and writing entries, Orange and Fairfax
Counties indicate mre (required) and optional items, as we have tecommended in this publica-
deo. In addition, all of the pmfolios indicated in Figum 6 incorporate many of the items we
have described in this publication, including test results, lists of books mad, writing samples.
learning logs, reading/writing checklists, and stuckin self-asxssments.

At the state level, mom and more states are moving to performance awssment to ensure
that students graduate with more than basic skills and to get a more complete picture of sit-
&its' abilities. A 1990 survey by the Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Stu-
dent Testing (CRESST) at the University of California-Los Angeles found that nearly half of
state testing programs either hal performance assessments already in place. were planning to
implement them, cm- were explixing their me (O'Neil, 1992). During 1990-91 the State of Ver-
mont piloted the nation's first statewide portfolio assessment, which focused on mathematics
and writing in Grades 4 and 8. The Vermont project was &signed by teachers and fully imple-
mented in 1991-92. It involves teachers in reviewing the actual classwork of students. It is im-
ponant to note that major emphasis is being given to staff development and building resources
that support portfolio assessmin implementation efforts (Vermont State Department of Educa-
tion, 1990).

In Cconecticut, the State Departmnt of Education has developed the Connecticut Com-
mon Core of Learning Assessment Project in Science and Mathematics to design performance-
lxised assessnwut tasks for high school students that can be usal by both teachers and policy-
makers to determine what students know and can do. This is a low-stakes project (the results are
not being used for student protnotim or graduation) which allows Connecticut educatom time to
examine their curricular, inructional, and assessr-mt strategies and Wing them into timer
alignment with the new vision of science =I mathematics education (BaTon, 1992b).

In Kentucky, a state school reform mandate calls for fir implementation of the nation's
first completely performance-based statewide assessment system by 1995. The system. which
has already begun to be implemented, will rely heavily on teacher assessnwnt of student perfor-
mance at Graks 4, 8, and 12. The statewide assessment system will have three components: an
accountability assessment and two voluntaty assessmentsformal and informalof student
progress in classrooms. The state calls for teachers and other school staff to collect student per-

formance task results in an "accountability portfolio" (Rothman, 1991).



Fkpre 6. Reading/Writing Portfolios: Sample Contents

Read*
'Teacher observation log
Examplcs of what student can mai
Books/materials read
"Audiotape of student reading
'Test results. formal and informal
Conferencing fonns
*Examples of skills mastered

Reading
'avorite books/authors list
"Genre graph. irlificating type of literature
inferred
'Journal entries
"List of completed books

Core Elements
'Reading Development Checklist

Three writing samples
List of books read independeraly

Care Elements
Two writing samples
"Two oral pmduction samples
'Informal reading assessment
'List of books read
'Results of Degrees of Reading Power
(DRP) test. Grades 7-12

Writing
Firsi piece of writing emir year
"Learning log. dialog journal
'January and May writing samples
"Drafts and final pmduct.s from different genres
(personal narratives, expasition, letters, poems.
essays reports)
*Grarthics (illusirations, diagrams)

Writing
'Writing sample and cover sheet
"List of completed pieces

Eralumion
'Goals and/or self-evaluation
"Annual narrative summary by student

Optional Elements
'Student self-assemment
'Reading journals
Audiotapes of student reading
"-Things I Can Do" List
"Test results, formal and infonnal
*Reading comprehension tests
'Running records (miscix analysis) and
anecdotal records

Optional Elements
'Dialogue journal excerpts
"Teacher observatiorts
Remling/writing chtvklists
'Student self-assessment
'Audio/videotapes
Student-selected work



In1 rim

Summary and Concluskm
School-based student assessment procedures are beginning to change to keep pace with shifts
in instructional paraligms. As instruction for language minority students has moved in the di-
rection of teaching hutguage and content-area skills in context, assessment has begun to incor-
porate a wider variety of measures that more closely reflect the types of tasks that students are

asked to perform in classrooms or in teal-life settings. In this sensv, school-lxised assessment
procedures are becoming more authaitic. Changes in assevment are especially important for
language minority students and those acquiring English as their second language.

In addition to shifts in school-based assessment pactices, state and national education initi-
atives are moving toward higher standards of stixlent perfamance and school accountability.
Whether or not students and schools are prepared to meet standards will depend upon the mute
of the standards, whether students are being assisted in meeting them, and what instruments are
usvd to measure student progress. Clearly, these shifts toward higher performance standar& will
have an impact on language minccity gudents.

To be able to effectively monitor the progress of language minority stu&nts, assessment
needs to be conducted on an ongoing basis with procedures that promise to yield the most use-
ful information for classroom instruction. While standardized achievement tests cannot provide
this type of information, performance-based assessment can. Performance tasks and instmments
must be carefully designed, administered, and scored by teachers or assessment teams who have
been trained on the assessment procedures used. In addition, perfomance criteria need to be set
and raters trained on appropiiate scoring procedures to ensure the reliability and validity of
results.

Portfolio assessment has the potential for becoming an effective management system for
performance assessment results. It represents a focused assessment of learning goals or objec-
tives in English, native language arts, and/or the content areas. It can be conducted on a class-
room, school-wide, or district-wide basis. At all levels, specific steps are recommended for im-
plementing portfolio assessment, including: identifying the purposv and focus of tlx.
assessment, &signing tlw portfolio, collecting data, analyzing portfolio contents, and using

analysis of the results to make adaptations in instruction.
In this publication, we have addreswd how performance and portfolio assessment can be

used to monitor die classroom progress of upper elementary and middle school students. Portfo-
lio assessment has the potential for being used in other ways, as well, gich as:

(1 ) For students who are moving from one teacher or school to another, portfolios can be
used to pass along critical information on their strengths and nee& so that the new teacher does
not have to duplicate assvssments which have already been conducted;

(2) For students who are being considered for placement at different levels within an ESL

or bilingual education program. portfolio results can be used to determine their ability to func-

tion at various levels;
(3) For students who are being consi&red for transition from an ESL or bilingual ediwa-

tim program to a mainstream, English-only program, portfolio results can be used to measure
perfmmance relative to grademates in the mainstream; and

(4) For stu&nts who are being consi&red for pereferral to special education programs,
portfolio results can be usvd to deteimine whether performance is related to language poficien-
cy, including both native language and English literacy skills.



mud aim

Portfolio assessment is currently being used on a limited INtsis and at varims levels of im-
plementation with language minority students and English language Wipers in school districts
and states througlmut the country. A lair number of teachers and staff, while valuing the nature
of the information generated by student partfolios, nevertheless feel that the cons:mints placed
on their time and resources by putfolio assessment preclude its use ar a regular or expanded
basis. We have discussed simne of the concerns exprused by practitkiners and have made a few
suggestions for overagning them. Key to addressing concerns about portfolios ate an adequate
program of staff development and opportunities for teaclwr collooration in planning and col-
lecting studart perfmnance samples. We how that teachers and sclKool staff cceninue to share
with us their successes and failures in involementing portfolios as we move toward gathering
more information on this innovative as=sment approach.
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